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A Review of the Natural History of COVID‐19 (SARS‐CoV‐2: Variants Can Change Some Timelines

The Natural History of COVID‐19 Infections
Do you get immunized after an infection? Yes
Is the immunization sufficient to protect you? No
Is the immunity neutralizing (preventing reinfection)? No
Does the severity of infection make a difference in Abs? Yes
A basic Natural History:
• COVID‐19 infects via ACE2 receptor binding and internalization
• Infection leads to viral RNA release  transcription into proteins
• Viral proteins are structural and non‐structural (NSPs, enzymes, etc)
• Viral signals enter the nucleus and damp interferon (innate immunity)
• Viral reproduction/exocytosis releases massive amounts of viral proteins
• NSPs and other viral proteins present to dendritic cells
• Dendritic cells present to B & T‐cells  antibody generation to debris
• B‐cell, Plasma cell, T‐cell responses  poor viral neutralization
• Reinfection probability

Infection by SARS‐CoV‐2 Leads to a Graded Immune Response With High Variability 22Nov21
Naïve Infections Demonstrate a Wide Response in IgG and IgM Antibody Elevations
Naïve Infections in 19 subjects: IgG
•
•
•
•

Infection follows with 3 days of NEG
tests (*PCR Ct 40) while virus
suppresses the innate response.
3 days of viral expansion in‐vivo with
seroconversion (IgG and IgM evident)
6 days of IgG and IgM expansion
covering sera levels of 6‐log (10‐1M
titers
Thence after 6 days the IgG levels
plateau (~3 days) and then to
diminution of IgM more rapidly than
IgG.

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41591‐020‐0897‐1.pdf

Infection by SARS‐CoV‐2 Leads to a Graded Immune Response With High Variability
Naïve Infections Demonstrate a Wide Response in IgG and IgM Antibody Elevations
Naïve Infections in 19 subjects: IgM
•
•
•
•

The IgM response is more of an earlier
response than IgG.
The IgM responses follow the IgG path
but never reach the IgG “plateau”
magnitude.
In practical sense the IgM is flat after 9
days from the start of generation.
The peak IgM is only 2 log higher than
the Abmax at D6.

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41591‐020‐0897‐1.pdf
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GOP embraces Natural Immunity as Substitute for Vaccines – Is this Actually True?
Republicans fighting President Joe Biden's coronavirus vaccine
mandates are wielding a new weapon against the White House
rules: natural immunity. https://news.yahoo.com/gop‐embraces‐
natural‐immunity‐substitute‐153213875.html One Rep has called
for HHS to report “natural immunity” as he feels the vaccines are
over ‐reported. Naïve infection is “natural history” of the disease
and vaccines are developed because it is demonstrably insufficient.
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IgG and IgM antibody responses in Naïve Subjects
Note the IgG whiskers range over 5 log
with >50% @ 3 wks <1000 (insufficient)

Many in the public believe that a COVID‐19 infection with recovery
Low “n”
means you are immune to the virus. This is not true.
Only 7
What is “true” is the body does generate an immune response, but
it is insufficient to prevent recurrence of infection.
IgG or IgM levels alone do not denote immunity – they denote a
response. Ability to “neutralize” intact virus is the key measure.
Upper Panel B: IgG and IgM timelines (to 27 wks)– Abs to the
Nucleocapsid protein. Fig B and C: medians (middle line) and third
and first quartiles (boxes), while the whiskers show 1.5× the
interquartile range (IQR) above and below the box (logarithmic
spread of responses) days after symptom onset (Ct values <30,
usually) for IgG and IgM growth. Note log increments means 1 =
~10, 2 = 100, 3 = 1000, 4 = 10,000 units; means at 22‐27d = ~10K AU
Lower Panel C: severe cases (orange) show higher Ig values vs the
non‐severe cases (blue). Note the whiskers are 4‐5 log ranges.
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41591-020-0897-1.pdf

Infection by SARS‐CoV‐2 Leads to a Graded Immune Response Based Upon Severity
Infection by SARS‐CoV‐2 induces a wide array of
structural and nonstructural antigenic targets for the
adaptive immune system (B and T cells). The Receptor
Binding Domain (e.g. “Spike”, or S1, is but one of the
targets.
Neutralization is a process of avoiding viral infection and
is a measure of antibodies to target intact virus and
prevent invasion (plaque reduction, Nt50; neutralization
dilution to 50%).
The graphic denotes high IgG (modest IgM) and
especially high titers to the ectodomain and the
nucleocapsid – both are unavailable to target in an
intact virion. They become available AFTER infection as
debris products along with many NSPs. Thus, high IgG
does not all “protective”.
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Naïve Infection Graded Immune Response Based Upon Severity
IgG and IgM binding to targeted proteins; Plaque assay Neutralization

Nt50
>1:300
needed

A desirable neutralization target (reduce active virus)
is about 1:300 and it is evident that only severe cases
reach this highest titer value.

The Problem:
The neutralization titers following natural
infection are insufficient to provide immunity

https://www.thelancet.com/action/showPdf?pii=S2589‐5370%2821%2900014‐6
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/eclinm/article/PIIS2589‐5370(21)00014‐6/fulltext

Infection by SARS‐CoV‐2 Leads to Immune Responses of Low Neutralization Titer
Neutralization titers (E) were determined by performing an ELISA
and a neutralization test using a wild‐type virus. The maximum
dilution of blood samples that gave a positive result in the ELISA or
reduce a viral infection of a cell culture (plaques) by more than 50%
was selected as the ELISA or neutralization titer.
What is a successful titer? A titer >1:300 represents an IgG or IgM
that has enough reserve to reduce a viral infection. Below 1:300 is a
concentration of antibodies that will be overwhelmed by viral
replications. Most naïve infected subjects show <1:300 titers.
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Plaque Reduction
Neutralization (PRNT50)
Lines of the same color indicate
data from the same patient
Desirable Nt50 > 1:300

In infections, not all IgG (or IgM) is neutralizing, and a desirable level of
neutralization persistence is ABOVE 1:300. This is NOT achieved in naïve
infections.

Figures:

Modeling the time response in 19 patients over 150 days

Models of naïve
infection IgG
and IgM
responses and
neutralization.
Note 3‐4 log
spread function
https://www.thelancet.com/action/showPdf?pii=S2589‐5370%2821%2900014‐6

Neutralization
Neutralization persistence > 1:300 is not seen
~40‐60 days >1:300 in a small
fraction of infected subjects

What Level of Antibodies IS Effective? Effectiveness is Neutralization
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Examining the ROC (Receiver Operator Curve) Nt50 values tells the Needed Nt50 Value

332; blue) and no/low
neutralizers (NT50 < 1:250,
N = 135; gray), neutralization
activity against Wuhan‐Hu‐1.

TPR

Understanding the ROC area under the curve is important in statistical tool to see performance of a test.
Here, Nt50 is used for measuring ability to neutralize and avoid infection (ref web site: Understanding the ROC)
Another ref: The ROC in Biologic Systems: https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1532046405000171
The ROC defines the relationship of the TPR (True POS rate) vs the FPR (False POS rate)
Predicting a needed neutralization
>99% likely
capacity can be seen using an ROC
>99% likely effective Nt50
effective Nt50
AUC (area under curve) analysis:
90%
90%
85%
SARS‐CoV‐2 positive donors
85%
Effective NT50s
80%
Effective NT50s
(N =467) were stratified into high
80%
70% Nt50%
neutralizers (NT50 > 1:250, N =
Ineffective NT50s

A titer of 1:250 defines an
effective 70% neutralization
probability.

• The AUC in the ROC plot
defines an optimum point
for the FPR and TPR

FPR
Abela, 2021; https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467‐021‐27040‐x.pdf

Ineffective Nt50s
Nt50 values lower than
1:250 are <70% likely
to neutralize effectively

The Performance of a Test can be Measured using the ROC
The ROC (Receiver Operator Curve) Reveals a Balance of the TN vs TP in the Test accepting some Errors as FN and FP
Understanding the ROC area under the curve is important in statistical tool to see performance of a test.
Here, the Nt50 is used for measuring ability to neutralize and avoid infection (ref web site: Understanding the ROC)
Another ref: The ROC in Biologic Systems: https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1532046405000171
The ROC defines the relationship of the TPR (True POS rate) vs the FPR (False POS rate)

The Test System:
Inherent risk of FP
and FN occurs at
certain rates; i.e.,
FPR and FNR.
The ROC AUC
defines the limit
of the Test System

Intersection of slopes
ROC AUC (area under the curve) value
of 0.7 says 70% of the curve is
accurate and 30% is made up of errors
(FPs and FNs)
The Utility of the ROC is to reveal the
test Balance Point ‐The FLEX POINT

ALL ASSAYS have sensitivities and specificities that are inherent to the analytical system. Optimizing is a balance.
In the case on the previous slide, the NT50 “balance point” is seen at a value of a titer dilution of 1:250. Thus, below this
valuation, the TPR goes DOWN and the FPR value goes DOWN. Staying ABOVE 1:250 lowers the risk of FP and FN values.
Optimizing is defined in the ROC:

Infection by SARS‐CoV‐2 Delta Variant Leads to even Poorer Neutralizations
The robust infectivity of the Delta Variant, which reproduced 1000p‐fold faster than the Wuhan
strain, is the rapidity of reproduction along with the reduced RBD epitope binding, causes the NT50
to drop significantly. This makes natural immunity even more of a challenge. Vaccination even
with one dose of an mRNA vaccine, provides significant neutralization titers
Comparative Neutralization titers Nt50% for various VOC against Abs following 2 weeks after Pfizer vaccine
Nt50 values:
Delta Variant
Plaque
Reduction
Neutralization
titers 50%
We desire
>1:300

Wuhan

UK1188

Delta

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586‐021‐03693‐y.pdf

India
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I Had COVID-19 - Should I Get The Vaccine? YES!
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The answer is “YES”. The antibodies generated by natural infection are not as efficacious as vaccine‐generated ‐ they
are to different targets. Antibodies from Convalescent Plasma are a battery of antibodies directed at a large number of
virus degraded products. The Vaccines are directed at one protein – the Spike. Fig A depicts the difference.
High titers against the nucleocapsid viral envelope (NP) are present in
convalescent plasma that are lacking in vaccine Abs

NP

Ab targets are NP
(nucleocapsid –
(below the spike)
‐ Plus parts of the
Spike protein

COVID‐19 Ab titers at 3‐ and 6‐months post natural
infection and post mRNA vaccine (2 doses) and a
breakinfection infection post 2 doses

Spike
segment
titers >> in
vaccinated

Vaccination
2 doses and post
breakthrough

Ab titers rapidly
Decline to <300
Vaccines show a
robust B‐cell Nt50
elevation with
infection

The NP
protein Abs
are for
degraded NP

Note the NP titer is >> S1 and S2 titers in infection and is inverted with vaccine Abs

Assis, et al., Substantial Differences in Infections vs Vaccine Ab Responses
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/biorxiv/early/2021/04/19/2021.04.15.4400
89.full.pdf

Hacisuleyman, et al., Breakthrough infections,
https://www.nejm.org/doi/pdf/10.1056/NEJMoa2105000

“Hybrid Immunity” (prior infection + Vax) Exceeds Natural Infection Alone
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Prior Infection with a Vaccination Amplifies Immune Neutralization with 1 Dose
Natural immunity after an infection is minimally
sufficient to afford protection.

Natural immunity  Hybrid immunity  Enhanced Ab efficacy
Desirable vaccination target:
IC50 exceeds 1:300 titer

Natural immunity plus vaccine‐generated immunity
(first mRNA shot) to SARS‐CoV‐2 enhances the
protection.

Cases
With
detectable
IgG

The adaptive immune system B cells (the source of
antibodies), CD4+ T cells, and CD8+ T cells are all
enhanced in capacity to generate much higher and
persistent neutralization titers.

IC50 exceeds
1:300 titer

Variants with changes, such as B.1.1.7 and B.1.351 are
all subject to substantial reduction by reduced antibody
recognition, but vaccination significantly improves
recognition.
Arrows show Natural immunity  Hybrid immunity
will enhance Ab efficacy (large increases in Nt50
(IC50) values regardless of variant. Indeed, prior
exposure to other CoVs appears to confer sero‐
recognition and better responses to SARS‐CoV‐2.
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467‐021‐27040‐x.pdf

Variant:

B.1.1.7 (UK)

B.1.351 (So Africa)

Co‐articles on mRNA vaccines and natural infection by COVID;
https://www.science.org/lookup/doi/10.1126/science.abg9175;
https://www.science.org/lookup/doi/10.1126/science.abh1282

What About Natural Immunity in Previously Infected?
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Infection‐Naive versus Previously Infected Individuals After 1 or 2 Doses of BNT162b2 (Pfizer)
Previously infected have antibodies to COVID‐19 but they are very low in abundance. People with prior infection
appear to elicit stronger antibody responses (already primed) after 1 dose compared with naïve to prior infection.
Importantly, in previously infected individuals with
positive SARS‐CoV‐2 spike IgG levels, the second dose
did not significantly increase IgG levels compared with
the first dose, suggesting that 1 dose may be
acceptable in this group (2 is always better and may
aid in persistence).
Thus, there is thus potential for recommending a
single dose for previously infected individuals as
they show a robust Dose 1 higher than naïve subjects.
Limitations of this study include small sample size,
diversity of participants (sex, race, nationality), lack of
neutralization studies, and lack of T‐cell response
studies.
My take: Try to achieve a day 42 titer of at least
~1000 AU/mL) (red line). Prior infection is BELOW
this value and is mostly to SARS debris and not the
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama
spike.
networkopen/fullarticle/2782762

Naïve (no prior virus)
Baseline 21D
42D

Naïve

Dose 1

Dose 2

Previously infected
Baseline 21D 42D

Prev Infection Dose 1

Dose 2

IgG Target Ab level
Higher IgG levels with
infection but patient
spread is high.

Naïve

Prior infection
Horizontal black bars represent mean quantitative IgG levels
(AU/mL; arbitrary units) within the indicated groups

NATURAL IMMUNITY SUMMARY:
• Infection by SARS‐CoV‐2 begins with the virus entering cells via the ACE2
receptor
• The unraveling of the virus’ RNA leads to protein synthesis of non‐structural
proteins (NSPs) which facilitate:
• Interferon interference (blocking innate immunity)
• Synthesis of new virions
• Exocytosis of the new virions
• The blocking of interferon (IFN) lets the virus reproduce exponentially
• The injury and death of target cells creates DAMPs leading to cytokine
release and symptoms. PCR Ct scores fall under 30 (infectious)
• Cell destruction leads to high viral protein release which the adaptive
immune system responses to making Abs to these proteins including
structural and non‐structural proteins (Nucleocapsid, enzymes, more)
• Natural immunity is thus not to the Spike alone but IgG and IgM are mostly
targeted to viral debris products
• IgG and IgM levels rise but not the neutralization capability (Nt50)
• Immunization provides a Spike signature for the adaptive immune system
to respond to intact virions and earlier invasion.
• Neutralization titers from vaccination are 3‐4‐log higher than natural
immunity.
• Vaccination: NT50 declines over time, but has persistence of >1:300 titers

“Hybrid immunity” is natural infection
outcomes enhanced by vaccination
with a spike vaccine or another of the
protein platforms.
The result is higher neutralization
capacity and lower risk of re-infection
The Problem: Getting through the
infection without sequelae (long COVID)

